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1) Introduction

1.1) Why New Controllers?

The primal drive for humans to create music spans eons and cultures. Music probably predates civilization, and certainly impacted the communal rituals upon which society was structured. In order to make music, people harnessed extensions beyond the voice, hands, and feet with which they were born; artifacts that evolved into musical instruments. Although the first musical implements may have been percussive in nature, these are difficult to disambiguate in the archaeological record. Flutes, however, are easier to discern because of their tuned airholes – bone flutes are suspected in Neanderthal artifacts dating circa 50,000 years ago [1] and definitively found at 9000 year-old Chinese Neolithic sites [2]. The exponential march of technology has been relentlessly bent towards refining musical craft, from prehistoric sticks, rocks, and bone flutes to today’s synthesizers and musical computers. Our desire to explore new capabilities for musical expression is so strong that the delay between the introduction of a technology and its application in music is very slim – indeed, in some cases, even reversed, with groundbreaking technology sometimes inspired by a musical instrument (e.g., the player piano led to the first proposed realization of spread spectrum communication in the 1940’s by George Antheil and Hedy Lamarr [3]).

Each set of technologies has ushered its own set of revolutions in the way people generate and interact with music. Acoustic musical instruments have settled into canonical forms, taking centuries, if not millennia, to evolve their balance between sound production, ergonomics, playability, potential for expression, and aesthetic design. In contrast, electronic instruments have been around for little more than the last century, during which rapid advances in technology have continually opened new possibilities for sound synthesis and control, keeping the field in revolution. Although people are still driven to invent new acoustic instruments [4], and new materials periodically provide opportunities for new designs, their principles and concepts are fairly established. On the contrary, any book on “electronic music controllers” is by definition a snapshot of a rapidly evolving field, as every decade Moore’s Law dramatically revises the capabilities of music synthesis, electronic transduction, and machine perception, three broad areas that unite in electronic music interfaces. Hence, most chapters in this book tend to take a historical perspective, describing how different genres of electronic music controllers evolved to become what they are today.

Electronic instruments that abandon the interface conventions of familiar acoustic instruments are termed “alternative controllers.” Although many different alternative controllers have been made, few have any virtuosic players. This occurs for several reasons, prime among which is that a large number of these controllers aren’t playable beyond a basic level, as elaborated later in this chapter. Another major cause, however, is the aforementioned lack of stability in this field. With the exception of a few classics (e.g., the Theremin [5], Radio Baton [6], or Buchla Lightning [7]), interfaces that feature different modes of control are rapidly ousted by new devices. They haven’t stayed around long enough to gain adherents or have significant pieces written for them, expert technique from another instrument can’t be leveraged into playing them, and their inventors have moved on to other ideas. Accordingly, archiving a piece of music using a
vintage controller can be a significant task, as its hardware, communication protocols, and software must be properly maintained to enable future performances.

Perhaps because electronic instruments were then in such an obvious contrast with their highly-expressive acoustic contemporary cohorts, the very early pioneers of electronic music were motivated to explore expressive and unusual channels of articulation and control for achieving an evocative performance, even though they were bound by the capabilities of available analog and vacuum tube or dynamo-based technologies. As will be illustrated in the next chapters, we see this in the depression-sensitive, just-intonation keyboard and timbre controllers of the turn-of-the-century Telharmonium [8], the radical free-gesture Theremin interface around 1920, the movable keyboard, knee pedal, and timbre stops on the 1930-era Ondes-Martenot [9], and the wonderfully expressive left-hand controller and multimodal keyboard of the Electronic Sackbut in the late 40’s [10]. Although the rise of the voltage-controlled synthesizer in the 1960’s and then the advent of MIDI (the Musical Instrument Digital Interface [11]) in the 1980’s encouraged bursts of development in alternative controllers [12], the commercial world of synthesizers was long associated with a simple on-off organ manual, lacking any dynamic or expressive control beyond a pair of wheels for the left hand.

This is now changing, for many reasons. One cause comes from the low barriers to entry. Formerly expensive electronic sensors [13] are now quite cheap and widely available, and there are many inexpensive interface devices [14] that can readily connect essentially any number of sensors to a personal computer or MIDI system. Likewise, the chore of building software to connect the sensor data to musical events has been greatly simplified by software packages such as MAX [15], which provides a convenient graphical interface to build complex dataflow programs for controlling and generating musical processes from sensor-driven events [16]. This has led to an explosive flurry of electronic music controller development over the past decade – new controllers are being developed nearly everywhere, from student projects for university classes [17] to the studios of independent artists and musicians. Although much of this work involves playful (yet often creative and enthusiastic) exploration, there is a serious and still unmet need for new musical controllers, especially as synthesis algorithms have become much more advanced and are capable of providing real-time control over nearly infinite shades of expression.

Accordingly, synthesis technology has outstripped the capability of controllers to provide adequate input. Physical modeling [18], for example, aims to give electronic sound the responsive nuance and complexity of acoustic instruments by simulating the dynamics of real structures. As acoustic instruments can have massively fine-grained input degrees of freedom (e.g., the many ways of plucking, bowing or fretting a string, blowing a horn, fingerling a flute…), performers have their hands quite literally on the sound. Although physical modeling promises to give the electronic player a similar sound-generating capability, there are no interfaces that can match the intimacy of control that binds the acoustic player to their instrument – although research continues into distilling the right parameters to transduce in order to increase the granularity of electronic gesture capture, today’s common sensing systems are just too coarse.

Figure 1 illustrates the evolution of the boundary between mainstream electronic musical controllers and synthesizers. It’s a construct balanced between the establishment
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of communication standards and the feasibility of commercial markets. For the first half of the century, electronic musical instruments were essentially standalone constructs, like acoustic instruments. The electronic music controller, sound generator, and frequently the amplifier and speaker were housed in one package and didn't readily interoperate with others of its ilk. The subsequent dawn of modular synthesis, however, had a deep impact on the structure of electronic instruments. The one-volt-per-octave analog standard and triggering conventions such as 5-volt logic enabled different synthesis functions to be abstracted into discrete hardware modules, which could flexibly connect to one another and to a variety of discrete controllers - now the controller and the synthesizer were different physical and conceptual entities. In the early 1980’s, the advent of MIDI resulted in an even cleaner separation between the interface and the sound production module, with a simple serial cable connecting control and synthesis. By the middle of the decade, widely available personal computers were a standard fixture between the MIDI
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**Figure 1: Evolution of the boundary between music synthesis and control**
controller and the sound source. This enabled the rise of commercial software music sequencers [19], then musical mapping packages, including MIDI utility libraries for computer languages (both commercial [20] and academic [20a], standalone mapping and composition packages [20b], and graphical dataflow editors like MAX [15]. These allowed the controller information to be stored, processed, manipulated and interpreted into audio in arbitrary ways, leading towards new capabilities for musical performance and enabling complex interactive music and what are often termed “Hyperinstruments” [20c].

Although MIDI provided a standard that allowed musical controllers to interoperate with any synthesizer, it likewise choked multimodal expression because of its limited bandwidth and restricted base specification [21]. The dawn of the millennia, however, has seen widespread adoption of a new genre of electronic instrument – namely the software synthesizer, with all real-time sound generation running on a personal computer, eliminating the need for standalone hardware. Now that the synthesizer is a software module, musical controllers can be coupled to the computer via any available physical port (e.g., serial, firewire, USB, ethernet) and support essentially any desired bandwidth. Similarly, although garden-variety MIDI remains dominant, software music networking standards have evolved somewhat [21a], passing through a number of promising starts (e.g., [21b]) before resulting in frameworks such as U.C. Berkeley’s Open Sound Control (OSC) [22], Yamaha’s MLAN [22a], and Gibson Lab’s MaGIC [22b] that begin to be adopted by several user communities and manufacturers. Some of these protocols offer a framework within which any number of sound synthesis parameters can be driven in various ways by a controller’s data. Processors have become fast enough to devote significant attention to gesture analysis while generating simultaneous real-time audio, producing an environment where, in one platform, sophisticated action-to-audio mapping algorithms can intelligently interpret controller input into digital sound.

Figure 2 (top) shows a very simplified organization of the logical flow of information between sensed gesture and produced sound, indicating the role of the mapping layer in defining the personality of the instrument via the way gesture is interpreted to generate what one hears. As will be discussed in Chapter 12, the mapping logic can either be thought of as a standalone algorithm or as a part of the synthesis process, for example via nonlinearity and coupling between variables in a physical model. At bottom, the role of mapping is presented along an axis of playability, where

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No mapping</th>
<th>Heavy mapping interaction</th>
<th>Little mapping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Audio Installations</td>
<td>Hard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: The Role of Mapping in Musical Interaction vs. Musical Instruments
we see different musical activities ranked. At left, picking CD or MP3 tracks is generally considered an "easy" musical activity, and the action-to-trigger musical mapping is likewise trivial. At right, it is noted that "hard" musical instruments also tend to involve fairly simple or immediate mapping rules, putting the performer in direct touch with the musical process. The difference between these two lies in the choices available in the control space - deciding when to push the button and perhaps what track to play are the only choices in playing the CD, whereas the complex instrument involves several parameters that are directly mapped onto a player's physical capabilities. The immediate link between a causal audio response and a performer's muscles allow a potentially virtuosic intention-to-movement mapping to be developed in the performer's brain after years of practice. Today's interactive musical instruments and audio installations tend to be in the middle of the line - they generally involve a sophisticated set of rules in the sensor-to-music mapping process, hence nearly any gesture can make an interesting and very complex sound. On the other hand, the elaborate digital interpretation of gesture here can remove the player from simple causality, making such an instrument or environment counter to learning to play with any real skill. Although there are some exceptions, where the players lived with a static controller and stable mapping for years, most heavily-mapped musical environments are built for the limited attention span of the general public, and not for the practicing musician.

A host of musical applications that exploit electronic controllers in very different ways span the difficulty/mapping axis of Figure 2. Indeed, the practitioners in this field spring from many walks of life – academic researchers, musical performers and composers, dancers and choreographers, designers, video game developers, interactive and media installation artists, teachers (from university to grammar school), and therapists (special needs, exercise, and relaxation), to name a few. The vocabulary in this field is likewise developing – as this range is so broad, no common set of standards exists to evaluate designs, and since goals are so varied in different applications, its unclear whether this can ever be effectively accomplished. It’s certainly exciting to have many perspectives under one umbrella, although such a wide convergence may be a temporary phenomenon. The field of musical interfaces is becoming so diverse that it threatens to fragment into subgenera with different goals and motivations, yet researchers seek universal principles to hold the community together beyond a set of commonly-used tools and technologies. Similarly, even though they have some aspects (and several researchers) in common, one can ask what kind of union research in musical controllers will be able to forge with the larger field of Human-Computer Interfaces (HCI) [25]. Certainly, as indicated at the bottom of Fig. 1, the musical synthesizer is now a computer, hence musical controllers are computer interfaces. Although perhaps working in differently dimensioned control and temporal spaces with very different requirements, both computer and musical instrument users exploit their interfaces to accomplish tasks. HCI, however, tends to favor early adoption and ease-of-use, whereas musical instruments, in the traditional sense, emphasize difficult interfaces that one becomes very good at after long practice (e.g., the right part of Fig. 2). Aesthetic design can influence both endeavors, but its emphasis is far greater with musical instruments. The electronic performer (or perhaps performance artist) is often a modern shaman, dazzling the audience with an armada of technology and instruments that want to look interesting and provide some degree of spectacle, from glittering electric guitars and massive modular...
synthesizers to laser harps and necktie-keyboards. Additionally, the bond that the longtime player feels with their instrument is much deeper than any link established with the mouse and keyboard - the intimacy of the musical interface encourages anthropomorphization, as players tend to see a great instrument as an extension of self. Perhaps a more appropriate analogy to another field would be a comparison to cockpit [23] or automotive interfaces [23a], where the user is multimodally engaged in a demanding real-time task that provides immediate and immersive sensorial feedback.

1.2) What is a musical controller, and what makes it good?

Considering the prior discussion, it's somewhat difficult to define exactly what a musical controller is. As electronic music instruments liberate the action of musical control from the sound production mechanisms, their form doesn't need to be limited by the corresponding physical constraints and is free to move in many other directions. As covered in the following chapters, the modality and form factors of conventional instruments (e.g., keyboards, wind, strings, etc.) have been abstracted many times into the world of electronic controllers, leveraging familiar routes to expression and available expert technique. On the other hand, an electronic controller can sense and musically map essentially any gesture, from the most delicate and intimate control of a virtuoso playing a fine interface to the limited, high-level direction of a child stomping through an interactive installation, leaving controller designers free to realize their wildest dreams of possible musical interaction. Perhaps the broadest definition is that a musical controller is a device senses a user's action and exploits appropriate connections (logical and/or physical) that map it appropriately onto sound. Looking at the right end of the complexity axis in Figure 2, we can go further, and say that a "hard" musical controller facilitates a performer in launching a sound with a particular musical pitch, timbre, and/or timing; in addition, the controller may also offer facility in dynamically articulating pitch, amplitude, and other timbral aspects of the sound as it evolves. Moving to the left, another kind of musical controller puts the player in charge of a higher-level musical or audio process, verging into a "mixer" analogy rather than an "instrument" metaphor. The player's operations are more akin to selecting parameters, adjusting controls, and nudging a dynamic process. Perhaps in past decades, one could discount this regime as not being an "instrument," but in today's world of laptop concerts and DJ performances, controllers of this sort are quite relevant and can hardly be omitted as "unmusical".

The next level of discussion is one of quality - having defined a set of controllers, what makes them good musical interfaces? Again, as the variety is so broad, it's difficult to establish general evaluative parameters, although some researchers [24,25] have attempted this. While bearing in mind that any particular controller will prioritize such metrics according to its targeted application, I'll define a few qualitative criteria in the remainder of this introduction that could help to set the stage here.

The first factor is one of enjoyment. A good musical interface should be fun to play, at least after forcing oneself to become adept at it. This may well be a dependent parameter that is defined by the more detailed points below, but it's nonetheless of prime importance. The interface must be designed such that the experience a trained user has with it not only isn't frustrating, but is highly engaging, enjoyable, and intimate.
Another important, perhaps more specific criterion is the feel of the instrument. A good interface must have an efficient layout and appropriate haptic response - the way the instrument fits your fingers, feet, or whatever parts of your body that drive it must feel natural, and the response to interaction needs to give the player appropriate feedback to naturally gauge the gesture, e.g., through the force on your fingers, pressure on your cheeks, resistance to the hand, etc. [25a]. The configuration and dynamics of the control interface can't slow the player down or make them loose precision. Haptics are one area in which acoustic instruments have an advantage - as your fingers are very close to (or on) the mechanical sound production mechanism, an acoustic player feels the instrument vibrating and uses this information in directing musical gesture. Electronic controllers, apart from certain research devices or those based closely on acoustic interfaces that will be introduced in later chapters, don't offer this kind of feedback, and must get along with the passive mechanical response offered by the buttons, breath sensor, control surfaces, or other constructs in contact with the player (note that free-gesture controllers, described in Chapter 9, offer no external haptic reference, which makes them quite difficult for developing virtuosic technique [26]).

Although they may lack the direct-to-audio haptic connection, today's electronic instruments are very flexible in producing expressive sound. Even though, as proclaimed above, essentially any gesture can be mapped to any kind of sound, a good controller maps appropriate gestures to appropriate sounds. Research [27] has supported the common intuition that certain classes of gesture are associated with particular timbres (e.g., a simple example is that a hard strike or fast gesture produces a loud and potentially brittle timbre, whereas a soft strike or gentler gesture launches a softer and perhaps duller timbre); intuitively-mapped controllers should behave accordingly.

A good controller should be able to navigate through a wide sonic vocabulary in an expressive manner. Although some of this is again an issue in how sound is mapped onto controller data, the interface device must be able to sense gestural modes appropriate for expression, and the instrument designer must exercise proper taste in connecting these modes to timbral manipulation.

One of the most important factors in musical interface design is to maintain reliability - a good controller must produce stable and causal data in response to similar classes of gesture. It's too easy to make a musical controller that produces unpredictable sound in response to unreliably-sensed parameters. Performers can quickly tire of such interfaces, and they offer no path to technique.

That said, a good musical interface, like a fighter jet [23], rests at the edge of stability, offering a trained performer an extremely expressive platform, while perhaps frustrating a novice (e.g., you never give a starting violinist a Stradivarius, cost not withstanding). The best musical instruments are nearly all initially hard to play. Perhaps an advantage of an electronic controller is that aspects of this "stability edge" can be addressed via mapping - e.g., the same instrument can electronically adapt it's sonic vocabulary to the level of the player, allowing one to grow from novice to adept on the same physical interface, gradually losing the “training wheels” as you progress.

Generalizing on the above discussion, a good musical interface should allow one to improve with practice - there should be enough depth in the interface to develop technique.
Finally, a major problem with many electronic music interfaces is their lack of causality, not only for the player, as mentioned above, but also for the audience, who watch the performer with a real-world mental model that provides a set of expectations between the musician's gesture and the resulting sound. It’s not uncommon for electronic music controllers to be so heavily mapped that it's difficult for an audience to figure out what sound the performer is generating at any particular time in a concert. Although opinions on the relevance of this may vary [28], it's not uncommon to see an audience unable to follow the performance of a piece featuring electronic controllers, and begin leaving the show. In some cases, this can't be helped (e.g., in concerts featuring musical control derived by measuring the performer's brain waves [29] or the electrical potential of a house plant [30]), and is perhaps endemic to the structure of the composer's piece. But in the case of a composition that involves active physical performance, the composer and player must allow for some level of audio-visual causality in order to maintain a high level of engagement with an audience. One solution is to produce mappings that, at least periodically, strip away layers of abstraction (moving to the right in Fig. 2), allowing the audience to smell the digital sweat as the artist pushes their instrument to the edge. A virtuosic performance is a fragile and exciting thing to witness at any musical event - it's a prime factor that attracts many of us to concerts, and needn't be abandoned when using electronic controllers.

Figure 3 shows a diagram of the interactions between a performer, the audience, and various components of a musical instrument.

Figure 3: Different multimodal interactions between performer, audience, and various components of a musical instrument.
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Figure 3 shows a diagram of the interactions between a performer, the audience, and various components of an instrument that captures much of the discussion in this chapter and provides a structure through which some of these issues can be addressed. The performer interacts via a physical interface, which drives a model that produces sound. In an acoustic instrument, this model is essentially the physics [31] of vibrating strings, soundboards, drum membranes, reeds, air columns, and other components of the instrument. In an electronic instrument, the model is a synthesis engine or algorithm, and potentially the mapping architecture. The physical interface itself will produce a haptic response that is fed back to the player. In an acoustic instrument, the model will also
generate its own haptics (perceived as vibrations, string tensions, etc.) as mentioned above, which are likewise perceived by the performer. Some electronic instruments have been built to artificially produce a haptic output [32], which can also be lumped into the model block. In addition, visual feedback can be important to the performer - this is generated immediately by the layout and dynamic appearance of the interface itself and the model (e.g., strings vibrating, perhaps LEDs or displays for an electronic instrument). Performers adapt their playing technique in response to all of the feedback paths discussed above, in addition, of course, to the resultant sound, and perhaps their perception of the audience or other members of their ensemble, depending on their musical context.

The audience doesn't have access to the player's haptic channels, but they can, by necessity, hear the instrument's sound and they can usually see the performer and the instrument's visual presentation (at least whatever portion is visible from their seat). It's through these channels that a performance is appreciated (audience members can also perceive one another, which can be an important contributor to the sense of presence in a public performance as their enthusiasm can collectively build or decay [34]). In large rock concerts, for example, a breakdown in both visual and audio performer-to-audience channels can occur, namely when a band amplified by an array of speakers placed across a massive arena look tiny from remote seats, leading to a loss in situatedness as no direct sound or discernable gesture is perceivable on the stage (the interaudience dynamic can accordingly become dominant at these shows). Today’s solution is usually to hang a very large screen behind the band that shows a live video mix highlighting the more interesting events happening on the stage, while potentially integrating other modes of entertainment (e.g., pyrotechnics, large robotic props, film clips, etc.) that work well in a large venue.

Compromises in the visual channel similarly create much of the audience's disconnect in modern electronic music concerts. As mentioned above, an abstract mapping of action to sound leaves an audience with no causal chain to follow, and the increasing ubiquity of “laptop” concerts, that use the standard interfaces at a personal computer as musical controllers, give an audience very little to see, as the player’s attention is focused onto a small screen while their activity is confined to a very limited area. One technique that helps with this issue involves projecting captivating and causal real-time graphical representations that tightly correlate with the audio component. The dotted line in Figure 3 bounds a conventional musical instrument – in an electronic controller, the internal state of the instrument (generated by the model) can be graphically interpreted in any manner desired, and exposed to the outside world via a projection. In this way, the performer nudges and stokes a musical process that produces visuals, which, in some sense, replace the presence of an easily discerned physical instrument. The graphics produced by the audiovisual environment ground the audience and the performer, effectively becoming the instrument’s “body.” In some sense, this concept dates to the days of the light shows and color organs [36] of 60’s psychedelia [35] and before [37]. With a computer embodying the instrument, however, the visual complexity and ties to the model can be much deeper – most of the old light shows independently tied the visuals to the sound, but modern media environments can generate both audio and video streams at a higher level, often through the same algorithm (providing strong causality) or via a video-game metaphor (providing visual analogies that people can
relate to). Such audiovisual musical environments are becoming increasingly common, e.g., [38].

In general, a good musical controller should look great in performance – through its physical design, associated visuals, and its mode of interaction. Audiences should want to watch the musician at work, and not just close their eyes as in the days of tape music performances.

Advances in bioinstrumentation promise new interfaces that may one day revolutionize our notion of a musical interface. Already for several decades, people have been exploring the use of biological signals (e.g., EMG’s, heart rate, skin resistance, brain waves, etc.) [29,39] to control music, as described in Chapter 10. At the moment, such noninvasive measurements tend to be quite coarse, but once direct neural/electrical connections are perfected (as are now being pursued for application in aural/ocular/muscular prosthetics [40]), this situation may flip and direct bioelectrical musical interfaces could prove to enable a much more agile and intimate musical interaction than their clunky mechanical forebears. Were this to be realized, the audience’s experience of a performer playing a concert through their implant could suffer from a break in the performer-audience perceptual channel and invoke a causal disconnect. As discussed above, however, the situation may be addressed via visual representations, adjunct physical expression, or, better yet, piping the multimodal neural symphony into the audience’s own neural interfaces.

1.3) Structure of this book

This book is laid out as a taxonomy of electronic music interfaces, with each chapter giving a historical overview of a particular controller genre, a snapshot of the current state-of-the-art, and discussion of the principles and core technologies involved. Although most chapters are labeled with what sound like conventional instrument families, this serves only as a point of departure and organization, as electronic controllers that exploit a certain modality or manner of excitation can grow to be quite divergent from their acoustic forebears.

Chapter 2 follows this discussion with more background on the limitations and capabilities of human performance on a musical interface, interface requirements, and more discussion on the human-factors issues and organizing principles behind musical controllers. The following chapters trace through the different families of interfaces. Chapter 3 covers controllers that are derived from keyboards (including microtonal controllers, large button-bank interfaces, control stations, and touchpads). Chapter 4 covers interfaces for percussion and impulsive controllers. Chapter 5 discusses the many types of controllers that have been developed around string modalities, e.g., interfaces that are plucked and fingered like guitars or bowed like violins. Chapter 7 introduces the use of the human voice as a controller. Chapter 8 discusses baton interfaces – e.g., handheld controllers used both for conducting and performance. Chapter 9 covers free gesture interfaces – controllers that assume no contact between the user and a control surface, translating free motion into sound – that have no counterpart in the acoustic world. Chapter 10 discusses wearable interfaces – e.g., multimodal musical controllers built into clothing (e.g., gloves, shoes, suits) as well as bioelectric interfaces. Chapter 11 finishes our treatment of interface hardware by covering the niches that are left, e.g.,
continuous tactile interfaces and HCI input devices (mice, trackpads, touchscreens) that are adapted for musical control. Chapter 12 switches to software and algorithms with a survey of approaches and issues in musical mapping, and Chapter 13 closes the book with a few general remarks on controller evolution.
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